ALCOAST 586/05
COMDTNOTE 1500
SUBJ: TRAINING COURSE MATERIAL RE-TESTING POLICY

A. COAST GUARD PERSONNEL MANUAL, COMDTINST M1000.6A, SECTION 5.C
B. TRAINING AND EDUCATION MANUAL, COMDTINST M1500.10 (SERIES)
C. EDUCATION SERVICES OFFICER (ESO) PROCEDURES GUIDE, VOLUME 1, CGI P1550.1
D. ENLISTED PERFORMANCE QUALIFICATIONS MANUAL, COMDTINST M1414.8 (SERIES)
E. ENLISTED PROFESSIONAL MILITARY EDUCATION MANUAL, COMDTINST M1510.2 (SERIES)
F. RESERVE POLICY MANUAL, COMDTINST M1001.28 (SERIES)

1. THIS MESSAGE ESTABLISHES A TWENTY-ONE (21) CALENDAR DAY WAITING PERIOD BETWEEN TEST TAKING ATTEMPTS FOR ALL END OF COURSE TESTS (EOCT) ADMINISTERED BY THE CG INSTITUTE INCLUDING ENLISTED PROFESSIONAL MILITARY EDUCATION (EPME) ADVANCEMENT QUALIFICATION EXAMS (AQE). THIS POLICY CHANGE IS EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY AND WILL BE REFLECTED IN FUTURE CHANGES TO REFS A-F.

2. THE INTENT OF THIS POLICY IS TO MAKE TESTING OPPORTUNITIES EQUITABLE FOR ALL PERSONNEL, ESPECIALLY THOSE WHO RELY ON THE POSTAL SYSTEM. ADDITIONALLY, IT ACTS TO DISCOURAGE TEST SAMPLING AND ENCOURAGE APPROPRIATE STUDY TIME BETWEEN TEST TAKING ATTEMPTS. DATA INDICATES EOCT FIRST ATTEMPT PASS RATES ARE DECLINING AND HAVE BEEN FOR THE PAST FEW YEARS. MANY PERSONNEL WHO DO NOT INITIALLY PASS THEIR EOCT ARE RE-TESTING AT A FREQUENCY THAT DOES NOT INDICATE AN APPROPRIATE INVESTMENT OF STUDY TIME. TAKING AN EOCT WITHOUT ADEQUATELY STUDYING COURSE MATERIAL DEPRECIATES THE VALUE OF THE TRAINING PROCESS AND IS A TIME DRAIN FOR THE MEMBER AND TEST PROCTOR. AMONG THE PRIMARY FACTORS WHICH CONTRIBUTE TO INSTANCES OF FREQUENT RE-TESTING ARE: THE AVAILABILITY OF LIBRARY-UNIT TESTING CENTERS, CURIOSITY FOR TEST SAMPLING (LEARNING THE TEST) AND A PERCEIVED TIME SAVING INCENTIVE FOR BEING PLACED ON SUPPLEMENTAL ADVANCEMENT LISTS.

3. UNDER THIS REVISED POLICY, IF THE FIRST ATTEMPT TO PASS AN EOCT/AQE IS UNSUCCESSFUL A RE-TEST WILL BE ALLOWED ON THE TWENTY-FIRST CALENDAR DAY FOLLOWING THE PREVIOUS TEST DATE. THE WAITING PERIOD APPLIES TO ALL SUBSEQUENT RE-TEST ATTEMPTS FOR THE SAME RATING COURSE EOCT OR EPME LEVEL AQE AND ALL OTHER COURSE MATERIAL ADMINISTERED BY THE CG INSTITUTE. TO ALLOW FOR ENLISTED ADVANCEMENTS AT A-SCHOOL GRADUATION, COMMANDING OFFICERS OF TRAINING CENTERS ARE AUTHORIZED TO ADMINISTER RE-TESTS TO STUDENTS WITHIN TWENTY-ONE (21) CALENDAR DAYS BUT NO LESS THAN SEVEN (7) CALENDAR DAYS AFTER THE PREVIOUS ATTEMPT. COMMANDING OFFICERS OF AIR STATIONS ARE ALSO AUTHORIZED TO ADMINISTER RE-TESTS TO STUDENTS WITHIN TWENTY-ONE (21) CALENDAR DAYS BUT NO LESS THAN SEVEN (7) CALENDAR DAYS AFTER THE PREVIOUS ATTEMPT FOR THOSE
STUDENTS ENROLLED IN THE AIRMAN PROGRAM ONLY. FOR RESERVES: WHEN AUTHORIZED BY REF F, THE USE OF READINESS MANAGEMENT PERIOD (RMP) ORDERS SHOULD BE CONSIDERED TO PROVIDE SELRES MBRS THE OPPORTUNITY TO RETAKE EOCT/AQE WITHIN THE SAME WAIT PERIOD AS ACTIVE DUTY MBRS WITHOUT THE NEED TO WAIT FOR, OR CHANGE, SCHEDULED IDT DRILLS.

4. ALL OFFICERS, CHIEFS AND WORK-CENTER SUPERVISORS ARE EXPECTED TO ENABLE THE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF PERSONNEL IN THEIR CHARGE AND ASSIST THEM IN PREPARING FOR ADVANCEMENT TO THE NEXT HIGHER PAY GRADE. THIS EFFORT INCLUDES (BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO) PROVIDING ON-THE-JOB TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES, VALIDATING THAT ALL PERFORMANCE QUALIFICATIONS ARE ACCOMPLISHED IAW REFERENCED STANDARDS, AND ENSURING ALL COURSE MATERIALS ARE COMPLETED PRIOR TO ALLOWING AN EOCT/AQE TO BE ADMINISTERED. PROACTIVE MENTORSHIP IS A NECESSARY COMPONENT FOR A STRONG ORGANIZATIONAL FUTURE AND IS VITAL FOR MAINTAINING THE INTEGRITY OF OUR TRAINING SYSTEM. WE ARE ALL OBLIGATED TO SHARE LEARNING EXPERIENCES AND CONTRIBUTE TO THE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF OUR SHIPMATES.

5. QUESTIONS REGARDING GENERAL GUIDANCE OF THIS RE-TEST POLICY SHOULD BE ADDRESSED TO THE UNIT ESO. FOR ENLISTED PERSONNEL ADVANCEMENT CONCERNS, THE APPROPRIATE RATING FORCE MASTER CHIEF SERVES AS A POINT OF CONTACT. COMMAND CONCERNS MAY BE ADDRESSED TO CG HEADQUARTERS OFFICE OF TRAINING, WORKFORCE PERFORMANCE AND DEVELOPMENT (CG-132).

6. REQUEST WIDEST DISSEMINATION OF THE CONTENTS OF THIS MESSAGE. INTERNET RELEASE AUTHORIZED.

7. RADM SALLY BRICE-OHARA, DIRECTOR OF RESERVE AND TRAINING SENDS.